
Your beauty is a symphony of your inner and outer dimensions.  
The outer dimensions de�ne beauty as �ight and clear eyes, radiant skin, lustrous hair,

smoo� nails, rosy ch�ks and moist lips, while �e innermost dimensions of beauty,
which is �e energy � ‘Prana’ fuels dep� to our physical attributes such �at you

radiate wi� a mystical charm �at is beyond perfectly aligned features. 

That attractive persona shines �rough when your physical beauty aligns wi�
your emotional and spiritual energy to create a unique 

beauty of your own kind. This state of unity exudes radiance and 
attractive magnetism �at’s beyond w�ds!

FIVE DIMENSIONS OF PRANIC BEAUTY INSIDE-
OUT

Embark on an Inside-Out Beauty Journey to Explore the Deepest Dimensions of
Your Beauty with Svarasya…
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                 THE SVARASYA STORY

Svarasya is an ancient skincare, selfcare and beauty education brand with strong
focus on community awareness around deep-rooted aspects of physical, mental,

emotional & spiritual beauty that contribute immensely towards how we look
and feel. 

Svarasya is dedicated to help you attain your deep-rooted beauty by working on creating energetic

shifts in how your body-mind function from within. That’s where true radiance, vitality and mystic

attraction emerges. Svarasya’s view of beauty is an unseen interwoven web of physical, mental,

emotional & spiritual harmony, which when in balance, creates an irresistible radiance that re�ects

out of your whole self in the form of bright attractive eyes, �awless appealing skin, lustrously

�owing hair and radiance beyond words. This idea of beauty makes you a beauty of your own kind

and makes you live to your highest beauty potential.
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Align Yourself to the

Functioning Mechanism

of Nature and Your

Body to attain high

beauty vibrations!

Our Beauty Philosophy

Svarasya means your own essence. 

‘Sva’ means ‘Self’ and ‘Rasya’ means

‘Essence’. It represents the strong

symphony of your body, thoughts,

emotions, self-connectedness and spiritual

wholeness being re�ected outwards as

beauty and mystic attraction. Embracing

wholeness can bring about a dramatic shift

in your health, beauty, vitality, radiance,

energy and sense of bliss and joy. Svarasya

helps you live from a space of wholeness,

from where the shifts in your beauty begin

to happen inside-out.

 

We are built on a conceptual ideology of beauty inside-out and through our

products and services, we help you attain a space of your true essence. To help

you live your deep-rooted beauty, we o�er products, programs, information and

an online Svarasya inner circle community, where we help you live through this

conceptual ideology through 5 Beauty Dimensions: Nourish, Bodywork,

Emotions, Self-Realization and Energy.
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We have conceptualized ways to help you get onto a journey of creating your

beauty shifts at deeper levels while embracing the path of wholesomeness.

So, how do you begin your journey to look good from

deep within and extend that energy to feeling good?

Selfcare Journal

 is an extension of our
�ve Dimensional beauty philosophy. It is
a great information source to help you
bring phenomenal shifts in your
physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual states. We publish content,
vlogs and podcast on latest research on
holistic health, wellness, energetic
aspect of foods, beautifying recipes,
ancient rituals, yogic approach to
beauty, spirituality, women’s natural
health, longevity, self-connect, self-
love, selfcare and much more. Most of
our content is revived from the oldest
wellness practices coming from ancient
cultures of the world. 

. 

Selfcare Journal

Click to check
out

SVARASYA SELFCARE PODCAST

Our ‘Conscious Beauty Selfcare’ podcast
educates & empowers and o�ers tips,
techniques and practices that empower
you to walk the path of your own unique
beauty and selfcare journey. 

.
Click to

check out

THE SVARASYA STORY – AN
EXTENSION OF MY PERSONAL

TRANSFORMATION

“After trying out ample modern solutions for my
skin and health concerns, I found my space of
deep-rooted beauty in ancient approach to
beauty, health and wellness. My own journey of
transformation has been phenomenal, and I
intend to walk this beautiful everlasting path of
ageless beauty with you, sharing whatever I
learnt about deeper dimensions of beauty in my
journey of �nding my blissful place of alignment
with my own self!"
                           
                                                      - Deepti Sehgal

https://www.svarasya.com/blogs/beauty-foods
https://www.svarasya.com/pages/podcasts
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Svarasya’s philosophy of skincare is clear: 
• Externally, apply products that are rich in
natural energetic and nutritious components
because these resonate best with our bio-
molecular make-up. 
• Internally, strengthen your digestion with
probiotic rich foods to support maximum
nutrition absorption that brings about shift in
your energetic �eld to create a radiant you.
 
With our pure skincare range and probiotic
foods, we wanted to create a beauty, skincare,
selfcare and wellness experience that is infused
with live energy of botanical substances that
are the similar substances that our body has
the power to process cleanly, be foods or
skincare products. .Check it out here

SVARASYA INNER CIRCLE

Our Svarasya community is at the center of
whatever we do. Svarasya Inner Circle is all
about tribe, connecting, sharing and living
together health, wellness, beauty, energy,
longevity, rituals, yoga and more through
Svarasya live sessions and online programs that
help you to start living from a place of true
beauty. Every month, we meet 4 times on zoom
for sessions centered around our 5 dimensional
philosophy of beauty inside-out: Nourish,
Bodywork, Emotions, Self-Realization and
Energy. Join us to explore a sense of true
beauty, joy and limitless energy that emerges
from selfcare and by tapping into your spiritual
space. .Check it out here

HIGH PERFORMANCE NATURAL
SKINCARE & PROBIOTIC-RICH
FERMENTED FOODS

 Few years back I dedicated myself to create
a conscious skincare line that’s nourishing

and non-toxic for the skin. These
formulations were ancient in nature and I got
exposed to these as a part of my decade-old

education in various ancient disciplines
including Macrobiotics, Traditional Chinese
Medicine, Ayurveda and Yoga. Most of these
formulations are packed with live botanical

powers and existed as holy grail during
grandma times. These skincare formulations

are revived from global ancient selfcare
traditions of the world including ancient

India and Eastern countries such as Japan and
China. However, external skincare must be

complimented with ongoing internal
cleansing to support the body in producing

pure energy-infused skin cells. Thus, we
launched probiotic-rich vegetables that
provide host of good bacteria powerful

enough to create transformational changes to
your skin health. Svarasya skincare and

probiotic food products were exactly my kind
of high-performance products that meet the

standards of deep-rooted beauty. These
products collectively work towards improving
your skin inside out. The non-toxic skincare
range and detoxifying and gut strengthening

nutritious prebiotics and probiotics form the
foundation of limitless energy and eternal

skin radiance.  





— Deepti Sehgal
Founder Svarasya

https://www.svarasya.com/collections/skin-care
https://www.svarasya.com/pages/svarasya-inner-circle
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. 

High-Vibration Beauty
You ought to operate at a di�erent vibration level to live your best beauty version. It starts with

understanding the body rhythms and the alignment between physical and emotional body processes.

How you eat, what you think, how you operate, everything shows as a blueprint in your outer

appearance. It is not just about your gifted body or perfect features, it is about maintaining what you

have been blessed with. What color you retain in your our skin & hair is inherited by vitamins and

minerals that you consume, the radiance on skin is attributed to the purity of blood, nutrient content in

your bloodstream and your energy and vitality is an outcome of optimally working digestive processes.

Some people come across as highly attractive even with not-so-perfect features, yet they radiate a

mystic charm. Where does that attraction come from? It is the beauty and radiance that exudes from

our inner states of emotional and spiritual being. 

As I embraced my wholeness with plant-based living foods, selfcare practices, natural
skincare practices, learnt to balance emotions and started focusing on self-connect, I

experienced a powerful shift in not just my skin health changing, but my energy levels soaring
all time high. My thoughts & emotions got calmer, my skin got naturally clean, clear and

radiant like never before, my hair health improved, my weight came back to its ideal self and
most importantly my energy levels went on a di�erent high. Adding yogic practices to my
approach took my transformation from external e�orts to internal self-re�ection. I could
tap-in into the emotional and spiritual aspects of beauty with yogic concepts in practice.
What I experienced and the way I transformed was phenomenal. Living from a place of
wholeness with healing foods, yogic rituals, skincare and selfcare practices is super-

powerful. Svarasya echoes the ethics of how to become a high-vibrational beauty with �ve
dimensional approach selfcare inside-out. Lets dive in!

— Deepti Sehgal
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THE MIND-BODY BEAUTY SYSTEMS OF OUR BODY

 

Being aware of our divine internal rhythms and the complexity of internal decision

making of our body intelligence liberates us to see clearly through what creates or

deteriorates weight, skin health & hair. Let’s understand the rhythms...

 





When you rush for a skin treatment, just pause and think, is it something manifesting from within?
No-one ever would have told you that the internal functional organ systems that are commonly
known as respiratory system, lymphatic system, circulatory system, reproductive system, digestive
system and nervous system are also your beauty organs and systems. These channels process
innumerable psycho-biological processes such as enzyme production, hormonal intelligence,
neuro-transmitter signaling, respiratory power, digestive assimilation/elimination processes and
immune response power that collectively contribute to balanced or imbalanced pH blood
condition, the ultimate source of beauty creation. These beauty systems work rhythmically
together in a cyclic manner to set priorities and perform strategic decision-making about supply of
nutrients, �ltration of toxins, excretion of wastes and maintaining skin and hair health. If wastes
are insu�ciently metabolized, the toxins, undigested food and undigested emotions get deposited
in the weak areas of the body clogging the �ow of nutrients, oxygen and energy to the cells clouding
the normal psycho-biological cellular intelligence resulting in loss of body luster and beauty.

. 
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Practices for Optimal Digestion

Digestive system tops the list of beauty systems. Everything begins with digestion.

This is the processing unit of your beauty nutrients. The ancient Ayurveda wisdom

tells us that we must nourish our cells with pure blood for youthfulness, vitality and

radiance. The processing unit of beauty nutrients is our digestive system and

extraction of nutrients highly depends on our ‘Agni’, the internal heat that

metabolizes foods to extract nutrition. 





Digestion and Beauty

- Consume ginger regularly in diet to rekindle 'Agni-the digestive �re'.

- Consume warm water or warm lemon water to let the toxins �owing.

- Keep bowels clean with consumption of �brous foods like carrots, apples pears

and green leafy vegetables.
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Anulom-Vilom Pranayama 

The state of beauty manifests from a state of mindfulness. As you read this, try

shifting focus on your breath in the moment and observe. Do you �nd your breath

restricted, free �owing or partial? Now, what if I tell you that the most potent free-

of-cost tool to attain a great skin is your breath, would that change your breathing? If

not changed yet, shift mindful focus on your breaths, its actually a free-of-cost tool

and an opportunity every second to create a beautiful skin! You wonder how?

Breathing is our only source of absorbing ‘Prana’ or oxygen from the environment. In

absence of proper oxygenation, each cell remains deprived of oxygen much required

to produce energy. This leads to early deterioration of body cells and deep-rooted

in�ammation. Deep breathing works at metabolic level to keep cellular health

vibrant that shows up outwards as luminous youthful skin. 





Beauty Breath Practice

Respiration and Beauty
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Also known as skull shining pranayama, this pranayama is actually known to create

radiance. This simple looking pranayama is extremely powerful to clear out

respiratory toxins out of the system that may cause oxidative stress if not expelled

out. Oxidative stress is the biggest beauty destroyer! To practice, keep your spine

straight and bring your right palm in front of your face. Use your thumb and index

�nger to perform alternate nostril breathing. Practice 10 rounds.

Hormones and Beauty

Hormonal system plays with your beauty like no other system! A slight imbalance in

hormones is enough to shift your beauty energy and in�uence your skin in multiple

unwanted ways. Estrogen, the female hormone is known to build collagen, decrease

pore size, maintain moisture levels on skin and keep it youthful. After the age of 40,

the deterioration of skin fast-forwards due to peri-menopause stage setting-in that

creates an imbalance in estrogen levels. That’s where wrinkles and crow’s feet begin

to appear. The stress hormone cortisol if produced in excess leaves skin drained, dull

and blood-deprived. No wonder you lose your radiance under stress. Excessively oily

skin and facial hair overgrowth has its roots in testosterone imbalance. Heard of

beauty sleep? The magic beauty enhancer that works in a state of deep rest is

melatonin which is a great antioxidant to turn back the aging clock. 
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Nervous system comprises of sympathetic nervous system (active or stressed state)

and parasympathetic nervous system (passive or relaxed state). Our modern dietary

and lifestyle patterns often keep us in sympathetic nervous mode. This mode is also

responsible for pulling o� blood supplies from skin to other vital parts of the body

where energy is generated. Blood supply to the skin is much required to enhance

radiance and enliven complexion. Alternatively, the parasympathetic mode re-

establishes the �ow of blood, oxygen and nutrients to the skin.





Practice to Induce Relaxation

Nervous System and Beauty

Sip over cup of herbal and �ower teas through the day to get the stress levels down.

Consuming adaptogen tea like chamomile tea induce an immediate calming e�ect by

bringing stress hormones down.
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Ever felt pu�y and bloated? It could be your obstructed lymph giving you a bloated,

pu�y body! Located just below the skin, lymphatic system works in the background to

ensure body is properly cleansed and maintains proper �uid levels. Working as a

cleansing system, if clogged, the lymphatic system may hold back much toxins

resulting in acne, premature greying, loss of elasticity and a �aky skin texture.





Lymphatic Cleanse Practice

Lymphatic System & Beauty

Cleanse the bloating blues with this lymphatic
cleanse tea:  

Ingredients: 1 tea bag of red clover tea, 1 lemon
juice,  3-5 ginger pieces, few stevia leaves or 1
teaspoon of raw honey (optional)
 
Directions: Steep the red clover tea and stevia
(optional) in a pot or tea kettle. Add the juice of
1 lemon and ginger.

Support Lymph with Organic Skincare products
Skin is the largest organ with its de�ned duties to be performed for the body. It is
responsible for temperature control and any excess heat inside the body that shows
up as rashes or sweat on the skin as its outlet mechanism. What do you get out of it?
That through skin, our internal elements exit the body and vice-a-versa through skin
outside elements get within the body. Thus, if you feed nutrients to skin, body
receives nutrients internally, and if you feed toxic chemicals to the skin with
parabens, sulfates, SLS and other chemical based skin products, it receives
chemicals. Research has proven how these cosmetic chemicals poison the body with
xenoestrogens adding onto estrogen load of the body. Excess estrogen is responsible
for bloated pu�y body, acne, dry skin and wrinkling.
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You see how fast skin begins to age as you touch a mark of 40? That’s because

estrogen disturbances begin to hit the body as you enter the peri-menopausal stage

beginning 40’s! Besides adding on to the toxic-load of the body, these unwanted

chemicals �ood your lymphatic system with nasty ingredients coming from

chemically laden skincare products. We just read how toxic load in your lymphatic

system plays havoc on your skin, hair and body!  

Nourishing skin with pure organic ingredients makes body operate at high-vibration

level to achieve its maximum beauty potential. Keeping lymphatic system clean

creates a path for beautiful skin inside out!  Your skincare product choices have a

huge role to play in keeping your lymphatic system clean as chemical toxicity from

products accumulates in lymphatic system to clog the channel creating nagging skin

concerns.
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When selecting your skincare products, quantity is not important. Even one high-

performance nutritious skin product is enough to raise your beauty vibration.

Consider your skincare products as tools to that support you holistically at mind,

body and conscious level. Looking for some high-vibration chemical free skincare?

.Check it out here

Circulatory System

Like skin health is the marker of beauty, blood quality is the marker of what skin quality

you have! Blood is the carrier of all nutrients that skin and hair need to blossom at full

capacity. However, blood ought to be pushed to the extremities like skin and scalp and thus

circulation becomes an important parameter of beauty inside-out. Ayurveda considers

blood as the pillar of vitality, beauty and vigor. Having a great blood quality is a matter of

alkaline and mineralized state of blood achieved through a dietary pattern that’s free of

processed foods, dairy products, re�ned foods and is rich in whole grains, fruits,

vegetables, nuts, seeds and ample hydration. To boost circulation, Abhyanga body massage

or cardio activities are highly recommended. 





https://www.svarasya.com/collections/skin-care
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Performing 8-10 rounds of Surya Namaskar in the morning acts as a great
circulation booster. 

— Deepti Sehgal

Blood Nourishing Elixir
Ingredients: 1 beetroot 1 cup spinach 1-2
oranges 1 large carrot 7-8 mint leaves Wash and
peel beetroot and carrot. 

Method: Chop all ingredients and blend all. 

This blood building elixir is great for radiance,
energy, rosy skin tone and cleansing body of
toxins.
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The  Five Dimensions of Beauty

My journey into understanding the energetic science of foods started almost a
decade back & extended gradually into diverse spheres of wellness like lifestyle,
yoga and skincare. Gradually, when I joined the dots base on learnings in
ancient sciences that focus on body-mind healing, I realized ultimately
everything is a play of energy in nature and those similar energies have a
symphony within us to create our best versions. This symphony is an interplay
of di�erent parameters that work within us as ‘Whole’ to create our own unique
self. Exactly! ‘Wholeness’ is the keyword and the more we focus on only one
area of life, neglecting the other, the more imbalances we create, as we are not
in our whole form that impacts everything from health, energy, vitality, beauty
& radiance.

— Deepti Sehgal
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Introducing Five Dimensions of Beauty

1. Nourish
2. Bodywork
3. Emotions
4. Self-Realization
5. Energy

Dimension 1 - Nourish

L e t s  c a t c hh o l d  o fb e a u t y  v i ae x t e r n a lr o u t e -N o u r i s h m e n t !
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A healing way of eating is way di�erent from our understanding of numbers on the scale. Food is
energy and where science has done a brilliant job breaking down foods into its nutritional
components individually, centuries back, the ancient life sciences like Ayurveda and Traditional
Chinese Medicine did even better job realizing the power of foods as energy that lights-up our
power of vibrancy and vitality apart from building our skin, muscles, bones and other physical
components. So, think beyond a keto or a protein diet to see how your foods impact your energy,
are your foods becoming the cause of your falling hair or aging skin or depleting energy or are they
revitalizing you? This perspective is important because foods do have a qualitative energy that
becomes your own energy. Food merges deeply with your body to create your tissues, cells and
your emotions and thoughts. Every bite you choose to eat either makes you or breaks you, there is
nothing in-between! 

So, when we think of beauty, our food choices, food combinations, energetic
properties of foods, cooking styles, everything makes a di�erence to collectively

create a web of energy within you.
However, it need not be that complicated. Nature never wanted us to be complicated. It is about
shifting focus from a narrow one-sided �tness goal to starting to look at more wholesome
approach to foods. This approach is way beyond only losing weight or building muscles and
expands the understanding to how nature’s intelligence works and aligning our eating and living
practices to this innate intelligence of nature. This approach is the route to beautiful skin, vitality,
vibrancy, energy and that irresistible charm that exudes out of your personality as attraction of its
own sort unique to your own self. 

How to Eat the Pranic Beauty Way?
 In my decade of practice, I have realized how being aware of what choose to

feed yourself makes you more responsible towards your choices. You observe yourself eating and
your inner intelligence tells you what to eat, how much to eat, what causes discomfort, what
soothes the system…body tells all. That raised consciousness leads you on a path of bigger
transformations with mindfulness setting in each area of life. I experienced this in my own journey
of transformation, when I started to feed myself foods with vibrational energy, I wanted to go ahead
and do something for my body too and hence yoga happened to me. I wanted to extend this energy
further to doing things that make me feel good and this helped me self-re�ect of my weaknesses,
which I gradually worked upon to vibrate that magnetic energy in anything and everything I do.
Setting an intention with awareness is powerful, and I can tell you that! Overtime your skin
improves, hair quality improves, energy levels get way better, you are active through the day, you
connect with others with a sense of connect and empathy, you do not get carried away with ongoing
disturbances of life, its altogether a di�erent zone to live life in at its fullest potential! 

Eat with Awareness:
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What do plant foods have to do with your beauty, body and mind?

Beauty at Svarasya begins with foods. With many clients that I worked till date, it has been a similar

learning experience in all cases. When you apply foods that suits your energy make-up, a huge shift

begins to happen holistically. Its skin, hair, body, energy and you changing as a whole. The factors that

destroy your beauty including skin issues, acne, bloating, uncontrollable hair, heavy body, low energy,

mood swings, every part of you begins to experience a big shift. You begin to live, feel and experience

from a place of your true possibilities, and it’s beautiful to be there! However, achieving this state of

your deep-rooted beauty is way beyond calories-mindset.

Golden Rules of Pranic Beauty Diet
Think Beyond Calorie Mindset!

Numbers are deceiving, it is rightly said! The calorie concept is a simple concept of feeding body
counted foods and making it burn more. Less calories in, more calories burnt leads to energy de�cit
for body processes to function, and thus body utilizes its own stored energy reserves for its vital
functioning. Thus, temporarily you experience some numbers dropping down. However, this
narrow idea of diet does not consider how foods get combined and its impact on digestion, does
your system possess good bacteria to digest the ingested foods, how optimally foods get digested
and assimilated, how optimally elimination happens. To make foods recreate your beauty it is
important to think beyond counted portions and feeding body a variety of nutrients that infuse
their unique energetic capacity into our system from where radiant skin, lustrous hair, strong nails,
limitless energy and a calmer you emerges. It is all about understanding the bioenergetics of foods
and the way that power of biomolecules works within us to energize our whole body in a
wholesome way.
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Svarasya's Pranic Beauty Smoothie

Since our body is dependent on a host of biomolecules to create our skin, hair, nails and energy, it is
important to consume ample fruits and vegetables to support it in its e�orts. Svarasya’s Pranic
Beauty Smoothie (PBS) is our signature recipe that can be incorporated by anyone to be able to see
a shift in skin health and energy levels.

- Rich in phytonutrients, chlorophyll, antioxidants, multiple co-factors, enzymes and �bre that

nourish and cleanse body.

 - Digests cleanly without leaving back acidic ash, freeing-up the energy channels.

 - Alkaline base that helps maintain homeostatic (balancing) response of the body.

- Cooling in nature, helping heat induced symptoms such as rashes and acne to cool down. 

- Synergistic combination with innate plant intelligence to create body-mind healing energy

patterns.

- Creates a sense of lightness and radiance that shines through from within. 

How does  Work?Pranic Beauty Smoothie

https://www.svarasya.com/blogs/recipes/clean-beauty-detox-classic-smoothie?_pos=2&_sid=e9ecae710&_ss=r
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Dimension 2 - Bodywork

Lets Invest in
Selfcare, Skincare

and Movement.
Bodywork is Way

Beyond Fitness
Regimes! 

How often does that happen that even before you step-out of bed in the morning, your mind is running

�ve di�erent directions? It happens often with most of us, right? Don’t we live in our minds more than

our bodies? 

Bodywork, the Beauty Dimension #2 is everything about the body and its working mechanism. The

more we understand the technical and energetic functioning of our body, the better we connect with

our own selves. That wisdom unites to create a wholesome framework of health and wellness for us.

From Svarasya Philosophy perspective, we look at ‘Bodywork’ from three di�erent perspectives:

- Selfcare & Self-Connect

- Movement & Flow

- Skincare 
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Selfcare and Self-Connect, Movement and Flow and
Skincare are tightly knitted ‘Bodywork’ aspects that

go hand-in-hand to create cleaner, optimally
functioning organs that re�ect back the radiance

through your physical persona.

Lets dive deeper into di�erent aspects of Beauty Dimension #2 ‘Bodywork’.

Did you ever do self oil-massage and felt grounded? Selfcare is divine and our body understands that

pristine connect of our consciousness with our own body. At energetic level, our body loves to be in its

own rhythm and expects us to respect those rhythms because that’s the only way body functions

optimally. Get deeper into Ayurveda and you realize how deeply it focusses on the idea of Dinacharya

i.e. aligning our morning and evening practices with nature’s rhythms for the body to reenergize itself.

The �ow of body goes like this. With the beginning of a new day, the body begins afresh by eliminating

the wastes of the previous day. That freshness after eliminating in the morning is an indicator how body

worked overnight to make us cleaner all night. It is always a great practice to set the intention for the

day right even before you step-out of the bed so you wake-up with a purpose. Mild stretching practices

followed by few minutes of meditation balances the system for the day ahead. We ought to support our

body in its cleansing practices and Ayurveda morning practices are centered around the similar idea. 

Detox with Tongue Scrapping

The whole idea behind that radiating beauty is a clean free-�owing you from within, as they say,

‘Cleanliness is next to Godliness’! Outlined in Charak Samhita, tongue scraping supports body’s natural

detoxi�cation action. Mornings are about creating fresh, new energies for the day ahead and cleansing is

an inherent part of freshening up, be it bowels or having a freshening bath. However, there is lot more

to cleansing and as we get deeper into Ayurveda, we realize mornings are all about cleansing every part

of our body including insides like intestines and senses for the pure energy to revitalize us for the day.

One such powerful sense cleansing practice is Tongue Scraping. Beginning the day with cleansing the

upward-risen toxicity of the digestive tract that settles on the tongue, is a great detox practice. That

white coating on tongue in the morning and bad breath is an outcome of mucus and toxicity (Ama), that,

in our deep state of rest gets pushed upwards utilizing body’s precious energy in self-cleaning. If we do

not cleanse it out, we swallow back ‘Pure Toxicity’ that is detrimental to skin and body health. So,

immediately after rising up, the �rst thing you do is tongue scraping a few times to scrape o� the layer

of toxicity on the tongue before it gets back in with water consumption or direct brushing in the

morning.
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Selfcare & the Flow of the Day

Have you ever observed how the �ow of day changes every few hours? While mornings are all about cool,

quiet and peaceful beginnings, how daytime is all about rush, movement and peak-performance. As the

Sun sets, the energies of the day become introvert, as if communicating us to hibernate and prepare for

a new beginning the next day. Our body �ows in similar rhythms, with a quiet yet freshening mindset

in morning, moving onto �ow towards rush, work and peak performance, and still moving on to slow

down and rest. Thus, we have relatively slow digestive powers during early morning and evening hours.

As Sun gets at its peak, so does our energy, power and digestion. For us to be in sync with these natural

rhythms, it is important to keep �owing with the �ow of the day. That innate wisdom is far more

powerful than ‘we’, self-assumed smarter beings trying to �t-in anything in our routines, anytime of

the day!

Dinacharya – Be in Synch with the Nature

What you choose to do through the day impacts how you look and feel! When it comes to supporting our

body for health and radiance, there is no short-cut. A dedicated selfcare routine and daily rituals can be

liberating for our health and wellbeing. Ayurveda knew years back how feel-good hormones make us

bloom like a �ower and the practice of Dinacharya is the route supporting the feel-good hormone

secretions in the body. Build a strong disciplined ‘Dinachara’ starting with morning cleansing practices

to set a positive tone of the day. The �ow of daily activities must �ow with deep cleansing practices

followed by stimulating & circulation enhancing practices to supply brain with fresh blood. Complete

your morning dinacharya with breathing, digestion stimulating and joint opening yogic practices.

Meditation followed by Yogic practices pass on the calm energy to the mind and deep relaxation

practice creates a state of internal balance. A wholesome meal to provide sustained energy must be

consumed thereafter.

Abhyanga massage with Madyati Kaya Tailam is a powerful way to tap-in into the �ow of your own

energies. You have this power to feel-good and ultimately look good when you massage yourself

feeling the heat and liveliness of your being. It is a powerful practice!

Body Must be Pampered Everyday to Feel & Look Beautiful
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Skincare Inside-Out

Nothing is more captivating than the

serenity of authentic, natural beauty immersed in the elixirs of nature. Experience ancient self-care

legacy and beauti�cation rituals with Svarasya’s range of non-toxic high-performance skincare range. 

External Skincare – High-Performance Non-Toxic Skincare: 

When it is about external selfcare, skin needs food as does our body. We ought to feed our skin with

elements that are bio-energetically infused with the powers of nature, and not the ones that are

created in labs and are far away from our bio-molecule make-up. Svarasya Beauty is about only pure,

botanical, ancient and natural skincare ingredients!

Shata Dhauta Ghrita or 100 times washed ghee is made in pure copper vessel by washing pure cow ghee

100 times in the aura of divine mantra chants. It has a reference in Ayurveda's classical text Charaka

Samhita. It is an age-old ancient Ayurveda cream with magical beauti�cation properties certi�ed by

science for its supreme skin-healing bene�ts. .Check it out here

https://www.svarasya.com/products/shata-dhauta-ghrita-100-times-washed-ghee?_pos=2&_sid=351fbb69a&_ss=r
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Internal Skincare – Beauty Superfoods

Internal skincare is all about creating an optimal working environment within the body that contributes

towards production of healthy skin cells. Foods can be used as tools to create such an environment!

Thus, some foods are no less than ‘Beauty Superfoods’!

Svarasya's Ancient Krauts are a range of seasonal fermented vegetables inspired from Oriental tradition

of vegetable fermentation. Our staple is the 'Raw Saurekraut' inspired from German tradition. Ancient

Krauts are rich in live good gut bacteria that maintains the integrity of your digestive ecosystem &

e�ectively helps heal in�amed skin that leads to a radiant, clear, bright complexion from within & an

energetic & full of life you on the outside. 

Fermented foods have been a staple for thousands of years in global ancient cultures including Indian,

Oriental & German. The ancients realized raw sauerkraut is way more e�ective than a facial to maintain

the integrity & beauty of skin cells from within! Research published in the "Journal of Investigative

Dermatology" suggests that healthy bacteria in the gut aids in healing of in�amed skin that is a cause of

many skin issues such as acne, skin rashes, aging skin eczema.

Movement, Rhythm and Flow Preserves Your Beauty

After over years of understanding about the depth of beauty inside-out, this aspect has become my

most cherished aspect of all beauty dimensions. Foods serve one-sided aspect of feeding body what it

needs to be clean and free �owing internally. What equally matters is whether the body is being

stimulated and twisted enough to get the deep-lying, sticky toxins out of the system? Believe me, until

I began yoga I never knew how tough these toxins can be, and how many years these may take to exit

your body even when you start to twist & turn your body in asanas that are capable of stimulating the

deepest tissues. However, the key is to begin somewhere! 
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Stomach Spot-Trimmer-

Padhastasana

• Stand straight with joined feet.
• Inhaling raise arms up.
• Exhaling quickly bend forward to touch the
toes.
• Inhaling bend forward Inhaling quickly stand
up with arms raised.
• Repeat 10 times, gradually increasing number
to twenty. 

“That Ageless Glamour is Hidden in Your Glands!”

  

Glandular Glamour-Surya Namaskars
Most of our skin and hair issues arise from

malfunctioning of our glands and imbalance of

hormones. Pituitary glands manage our

appearance traits with signals received from

hypothalamus, a part of brain that reacts to our

thoughts and makes body function basis our

thoughts. Thus, emotional energy driven by

stress impacts our skin and hair health

drastically. Practice 10-12 Surya Namaskars each

day to support the glandular functioning 

Sleep and Beauty

Noticed that glowing radiant plump complexion after a good night’s beauty sleep? It’ s no co-incidence,

your internal processes got a chance to slow down and rejuvenate in a state of deep rest! Sleep keeps

you in a parasympathetic state (homeostatic state where skin gets its nutrition and oxygen to begin

creating healthy skin cells). When it is about sleep, age-old saying, ‘Early to Bed and Early to Rise’ is

universal to create your best beauty version.
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Practice Today - The Takeaways

Bodywork is not just about exercise, it is about connecting with our deepest self and understanding

how closely humans operate as per the subtle laws of nature. The �ve elements in the nature already

have universal rules de�ned and humans are by-nature tied to these laws. Violation leads to imbalance

and manifestation becomes skin and health disorders. Mind is the master of intelligence but body’s

intelligence is true wisdom! What body feels, it communicates and that’s your deepest power and your

universal truth. Do not ignore what body signals! An important part of selfcare is to know how your body

functions in close co-ordination with nature. Discover yourself and your connection with the nature in

‘Body & Mind Transformation the Ancient Way.’ 

Dimension 3 - Emotions

Emotions Can Make You or

Break You and That's True

for Your Beauty Too!

Emotions can leave you look blooming or haggard, and there is a science to it! There had been a phase in

my life that had been highly stressful, but my diet and exercise routine was well taken care of, as I had

always been a big-time health and �tness freak, still, my face never looked fresh, my eyes looked tired

and surrounded with dark circles, my mouth corners getting frequent cracks, crow’s feet visible quite

prominently and skin feeling lifeless and dull. I could not understand then, how my emotional state was

blocking my best potential to re�ect on my skin! Stress was pushing away all my blood to survival organs

leaving no blood supplies for skin and hair. After all skin and hair is the last place that our body is

bothered about! After nourishing all vital organs, only if our blood is left with nutrients, our skin and

hair get their beauty supplies. However, if stress sets-in, it makes the blood change its pathway moving

the energy required for skin and hair nourishment, towards our vital survival-organs. Clearly, the

beauty gets compromised!
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Emotional up’s and downs, expectations with self and others, turbulent relationships, complexes, self-

sympathy, self-sabotage, shame and any such emotional swings induce the production of stress

hormones, that, in research have shown to cause in�ammation, high acidic issues, bloating, weight

�uctuations, disturbed, dull, dry skin. Stress may seem like a mind issue, but it messes up big-time

with your looks and feelings!

Beauty & Emotions

Ever noticed that gleam in someone’s attractive eyes? A beautiful face is more than bold and perfectly

aligned features. The energy at the back of your senses fuels your features to become enlivened with

full life force, such that you look irresistibly attractive. You are vibrating at a higher frequency! Those

bright eyes, that rosy tone on cheeks, those soft lips and a smooth clear forehead gets the radiance

signals from the back, from deep within your brain where senses process what emotions you carry deep

within. Clearly, you mirror your emotions on your face. And you know what, those negative emotions

are triggered by malfunctioning glands that send across improper hormonal signals causing all the

mess in your body and on the skin!

‘Irresistibl� Attractiv� Beaut� i� Drive� b� Organ�, Flow System� & Emotion�’

‘Hatha yoga considers unbalanced energy responsible for unbalanced organ functioning manifesting on

face and body in physical issues that we experience. My experience and education taught me, all your

happy and sad emotions show up on face as either attractive face or an aging face respectively.’

  

Check-out those frown lines in the center of your eyebrows, you may be getting the best treatment

done to ease out those not-so-attractive folds. A congested liver, further shrunken by constant emotion

of anger and frustration will leave those folds between your eyebrows. Well, the external treatments

will make no di�erence as long as liver is congested and the emotions of anger and frustration control

your liver functioning. Consider a liver cleanse or a meditation practice to deal with emotions of anger

and to ease out those folds inside-out! 
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Healing Practice - Liver Detox Dandelion Tea

INGREDIENTS

1-inch fresh ginger, peeled and thinly sliced 

2 teaspoons dried dandelion root 

2 dried cloves 

1 lemon juice 

1/4th cinnamon powder (optional) 

Stevia or honey to taste (optional) 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Add all ingredients except honey in a glass jar. Pour hot water and let the ingredients infuse for 5-10

minutes. Strain and add honey to taste. The liver detox tea has an oriental origin and is prized for its

cleansing properties. The recipe is enhanced to aid digestion (the very �rst beauty nutrients

processing chamber) and free radical damage for cellular protection and detoxi�cation.
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Learning to Balance Emotions

The Source of Inner Beauty – Harmonious Relationship with Yourself and Nature

Let’s look inwards than counting our external stressors. Tao Porchon-Lynch, the world’s oldest yoga

teacher, who died at 101, attributes staying active and keeping a positive mindset as the key to her

longevity. Tao quotes, ‘Wake up every morning with a positive mindset. Whatever you put in your mind

materializes. Within yourself, there’s an energy, but unless you use it, it dissipates. And that’s when you

get old.” Happy and enthusiastic people hold an unbeatable charisma and even if they are surrounded

with stressors, they exude a realm of positivity. The way they choose to see the world makes their

composure magnetic and ageless!

Create a Bond of Self-Connect and Self-Love

My bond with myself began when I started to eat clean. Just by looking at those natural vibrant juicy

foods, half of my energy levels are regained. So, even before foods enter my body, the idea of nourishing

myself with healing nourishing foods, my emotions unite to make me feel great. Healing is an attribute

of feeling good and only foods and exercise would not do the job perfect. Emotion molecule is a

powerhouse of energy, you feel it when in excitement mode you achieve something unthought of! Ever

experienced that pain at the back of neck when stressed? That’s the molecule of stress emotion getting

pent-up in the cells blocking the �ow of energy. When you do some neck movements or massage in the

pain area, the pain eases…deep-within the pent-up energy releases. Learn to connect with your

patterns of happiness, sadness, joy, laughter, bliss and repeat the patterns of positive emotions often.

Learn to connect with your deepest selves to liberate yourself and create your bond with yourself that

motivates you and keeps you in a happy, blissful zone.

Tap-in Into ‘Heart-Coherent State’ & Journal Out Your Gratitude and Happiness Until it Becomes a

Habit

Emotions create an energetic pressure in cells, that, when accumulated in deeper tissues causes

much functional disruptions. Being aware of your emotions and having an outlet saves you from

depositing the emotions deeper. Positive emotions like gratitude and appreciation increase heart-

rhythm coherence. The heart sends signals of coherence to the brain and in-turn brain

synchronizes to the heart's coherent rhythm. You get into this state of coherence by learning to

shift the emotional state. Heart coherence then helps to calm your mind.
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Use these simple tips to boost heart coherence with awareness:

 -  Reel-back and tap-into some great memories. Try placing photos that evoke feeling of appreciation in

common areas so you look them back time and again. When a feeling of appreciation arises looking the

photo, stand-by and feel it. It is enough to change the �ow of negative hormones induced by positive

feelings generated looking at the pictures.

 - At your workspace or any other easy accessible place, try placing reminders to pause for a few

minutes every few hours and to tap-in into your heart’s emotions. If you do not understand that, just

pause and take few deep breaths to be aware of your heartbeat. Then appreciate for anything worthy

you feel you did that day. This practice shifts your focus and helps develop appreciation towards life as a

habit.

  - Maintain a gratitude journal penning down your blessings each day. When it gets in black and white,

mind ponders over it. This practice helps create a shift in your mindset moving it towards gratitude.

Latest scienti�c research is tapping-in into the territory where heart, physics, philosophy and Earth’s

electromagnetic �eld intersects to create our intuitive physiology. Research has found that the pattern

of your heart rhythm re�ects the state of emotions and nervous system dynamics. In a tensed, irritable,

impatient, frustrated or anxious state, the heart rhythms tend to show incoherent and disturbed

patterns. Calming mind under this state is a matter of mind-heart co-ordination. When we are in a

heart-coherent state, our heart beats at a frequency where emotions of gratitude, happiness and better

communication get facilitated.

Heart Coherent State Meditation
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Enter Your Wavelength zone of Heart Coherence to experience love, joy, bliss and compassion.

Go Walk-Out in Nature

- Breathe �ve to six breaths per minute to tap-in into the basic state of coherence. 

- Visualize an emotion of gratitude, appreciation, love or compassion into your �eld of awareness. Get

into that feeling deeper and bring that feeling to your heart center. 

- Practice gratitude, compassion and self-love a�rmations to raise your vibrations.

Heart coherence also triggers positive hormonal releases. This makes it easier to experience peace,

positive feelings and a deeper meditative state more quickly.

Ever wondered why you feel relaxed immediately as you walk barefoot on sand on a beach? Grounding

or Earthing as Chakra theory puts it across, is our base, the center of our being. Any imbalance in the

center of our being uproots us making us unstable. The center of our being gets uprooted by fast pace of

life, radiation, chemicals, processed foods, toxic relationships and the hush and rush of life. With our

fast pace of life, we are surrounded with positive ions (creating free radicals that damage our cellular

structure) being emitted by cell phones, televisions, pollution, and Wi�. Such high concentrations of

positive ions impact our physical and emotional balance.

  

When we connect back to the Earth it creates a closed circuit of negative ions for energy transfer within

our body. Since it is direct energy being transferred, we feel a rush of calmness when we ground

ourselves. Scienti�cally, negative ions are antioxidants that neutralize oxidants responsible for our

cellular degradation. Yes, we get antioxidants from Earthing too, and its proven in research!
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Emotional Bliss Elixir

In general, eating a largely or all plant-based diet, which is alkaline, nutrient-dense and less

concentrated in environmental toxins and other disruptive chemicals, is supportive of emotional

stability and calmness. Speci�c vegetables, herbs and spices, can positively a�ect your emotional well-

being. Adaptogens, like ashwagandha, are some of my favorite herbs to support the body through

emotional stress.

  

INGREDIENTS:

 1 cup almond milk 

2 Medjool dates, blended to paste 

¼ - ½ teaspoon cinnamon powder 2 pinches of nutmeg powder 

2 pinches of clove powder Pinch of �ne sea salt 1 spoon vanilla extract 

½ teaspoon ashwagandha root powder DIRECTIONS Add all ingredients in a blender and whizz till

smooth and creamy. 

Transfer to a pot and heat gently. Top it up with cinnamon powder and dried rose powder. 
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Connect with a Supporting Community

Connecting with a supportive like-minded community is a powerful way to vent-out what lies within in

a positive way. Attributes of connectedness, empathy, similar vision to live the most natural way ties us

at the Svarasya Inner Circle. Join us to be a part of most revolutionary beauty inside-out community! 

Our community ' ' is your live experience with our unique philosophy of beauty

inside-out. We connect with you live on zoom sessions and through social media channels to share and

discuss everything that impacts your beauty such as foods, alkalinity, cleanse, herbs, spices, elixirs,

yoga, movement, �ow, energy, emotions, consciousness and much more!

Svarasya Inner Circle

Dimension 4 - Self-Realization
‘Knowing Yourself is the

Beginning of all Wisdom

- Aristotle’. You Possess

an amazing uniqueness

that’s super-powerful and

truly beautiful in its own

way, nurture it

mindfully!

https://www.svarasya.com/pages/svarasya-inner-circle
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Self-realization can help you celebrate your uniqueness and live a deeply meaningful and joyous life.

When you embrace the wholeness within you and become one with yourself, your physical, emotional,

mental and spiritual perception of beauty goes through a big-time shift resulting in you raising your

energetic vibration. You become happier, joyous and more free �owing, living life from a place of self-

con�dence, self-trust, self-love and the same energy re�ects outwards as your irresistible appeal.

When you lack a sense of self-realization and self-awareness, your body and mind walk two di�erent

paths. While body asks for high sugary foods to satiate its cravings, mind keeps living in a zone of

confusion, contradiction and uncertainty. The experience of a more ful�lling life that keeps your energy

at its peak originates from a place of self-realization, being aware about your own self, what you want,

what is your belief system? Are are we living in synch with our interests? Are we pretending to be

happy or really doing something that makes you happy? Do you listen to your body?

All of these subtle inner voices play a huge role in deciding how your hormones operate, what decisions

your mind takes, how your digestion works and how your organs perform. Raising the level of self-

realization involves living from a place of your innate talents, passions and interests, living consciously,

deliberately and mindfully, being in touch with our feelings and listening to our body, touching other

lives with empathy, love and respect, live a life of inner and outer beauty and most importantly

celebrating the beauty of life each single day. 

Dimension 5 - Energy

Beauty is the energy

that is deep, lasting and

magnetic, and grows

from the inside out. 
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Beauty is an energy that should be deep, lasting and magnetic, and grow from the inside out. This

discovery came after years of daily meditation, which allowed me to tap into energy deep within me. I

had been meditating for years and accessing this energy long before I was consciously aware of it! The

more I tapped into the energy of what I was feeling and experiencing, the more I realized that holistic

beauty is so much more than food. A shift occurred, when I realized that True Beauty is not only

physical, but built from the inside out where you are con�dent as yourself and connected to your

uniqueness.

Have you been feeling “o�” lately? Are you making silly mistakes at work? Are you sick for the third

week in a row? Although any number of things could be the explanation for these distressing

circumstances, they could also be indicative of an imbalance in your chakra system. What are chakras?

And what are the signs your chakras are out of balance? Chakras are energy centers throughout the

body. Although there are hundreds of chakras, there are seven main chakras that are generally focused

on. These wheels of brilliant energy line up along the central channel of the body, the shushumna nadi.

The chakras along the shushumna nadi are the power centers where the left channel (ida nadi) and the

right channel (pingala nadi) intersect. These energy channels and psycho-power centers make up what

is known as “the subtle body.” The subtle body is in a di�erent realm than the physical body and the

mind, but has a powerful impact on the body, mind, and entire system. The human body system thrives

when the chakras and the nadis are open and prana, or life force, is allowed to move throughout the

system with ease. Any kind of disturbance or disease in the body, mind, or spirit can cause blockage and

imbalance. The goal is harmony. So if you’ve been feeling out of sorts, take a closer look at your chakras

to investigate what’s going on and begin to �nd balance.

If you are feeling out of balance, consider what you have been consuming (food, drink, ideas,
experiences), your current life circumstances (traveling, moving, big transitions), and the current
season (wind, cold, rain, heat, dryness). Each of these elements has a potentially big impact on your
sweet, sensitive human system as a whole.

Ayurveda’s idea of beauty is a layered concept and goes deep till your spiritual existence beginning

from the physical attributes. This deepest layer of beauty is the layer of free-�owing energy. Let’s

understand: 

 – The outer layer of beauty that manifests as �awless and radiant skin tone, long-lustrous hair,

attractive physique and overall maintained body structure. This is a re�ection of dietary and lifestyle

patterns that you live by. 

Roopam

 – The inner beauty that’s the gleam in the eyes of a warm, kind-hearted personality with a

blissful composure. 

Gunam

 - The lasting beauty characterized as feeling and looking younger than your chronological age.Vayastyag
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Ayurveda determined beauty by prakriti (body constitution), sara (structural predominance), sanhanan

(compactness of body), twak (skin completion), Praman (Measurement) and dirghayu lakshyana

(symptom of long life). Beauty is not only a source of jay but gives con�dence and proud in some extent.

Ayurveda cosmetology started from mother wombs, dinacharya, ratricharya, ritu charya, the nergy of

the changing seasons with the practice of medicinal herbs and minerals. Ayurveda physician believe

that toxic materials inside our body make a person ugly and disease and Sodhana (Puri�cation) is the

best therapeutic intervention to eliminate body toxins. Use of herbs, cleansing practices are all an e�ort

to restore and balance the �ow of energies within the body.

When you live from a place of ‘Beauty Consciousness’ living from a harmonious place og balancing your

energies, aligning them right with natures energies and living by changing seasonal energies, the

beauty that you exude is par words. , it makes so much sense how food (through consuming high-

vibrational foods) and air (through breathing) works together at the physical level to create cells, tissues

and organ level to become who you are, be it your skin, hair or your mind, emotions and thoughts.

At the physical level this energy operates through digestive processes. Physical beauty is a

manifestation of ‘Digestive Beauty’. The pure essences extracted out of foods nourish our deepest

physical layers-the cells from where the energy rises to get deeper to your energy channels via nadis

(subtle channels in Ayurveda) or meridians (subtle channels in Traditional Chinese Medicine). The

‘Gunam’ and ‘Vayastyag’ aspect of beauty is more of an interplay of these subtle energies, the more free-

�owing these energies are, the more wholesome, radiant, magnetic beauty be ought to become. 

The Physical Aspect of Beauty – Digestive Energy that Creates ‘Roopam’

Do you wonder why you feel light when you eat a salad and how desperately you ought to sleep after a

heavy meal full of fried oily stu�? That’s your encounter with light or heavy energy! As we need energy

to perform our daily tasks, similarly, our internal processes do need energy for internal vital

operations. A tell-tale sign of stagnant digestive energy is bloating, gas or stomach cramping after

meals. Digestive energy when overconsumed causes everything from blemishes, acne, eczema, rosacea

and rashes to wrinkles and a sallow complexion. 

Digestive energy disruptors Stress and anxiety are major disruptions to digestion. When we are

experiencing stress, our body goes into a "�ght or �ight" state which means it drops everything else it's

doing, including digesting food, so that we have the energy to run away from whatever beast is chasing

us. When we have chronic stress in our lives due to looming deadlines, family obligations, etc., our

digestion su�ers. Even if your diet is healthy, if you're not absorbing the nutrients, you will begin to see

skin, hair and nail problems.
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Become a Digestive-Strong Beauty

When undigested food sits in the digestive tract, our system becomes backed up with toxins from

rotting foods and mucus begins building up along the intestinal walls. This mucus prevents healthy

nutrient absorption and waste elimination. One of the �rst places this intestinal problem appears is on

the skin in the form of rashes, blotchy areas, acne and eczema. Intestinal �ora help with digestion,

enabling essential nutrients to be absorbed. Depletion of healthy gut �ora due to antibiotics, stress,

alcohol and diet guarantees nutritional depletion. This loss of essential nutrients results in poor quality

hair, skin and nails.

Svarasya's Ancient Krauts help optimize digestion by replacing the community of bad gut bacteria with

good gut bacteria in the gut with regular consumption. The Ancient Krauts aid healthy digestion &

strong immunity - the two aspects of health directly related to how we look & feel! It helps remove

toxins e�ectively out of the system, balances body pH levels & heals body in�ammation, greatly

enhancing your energy levels, balancing hormone secretions & fast-forwarding the cell repair

mechanism. This optimal internal state of complete digestion re�ects on the outside as eternal

radiance, clear skin, fewer breakouts & a pure clean complexion. Raw sauerkraut aids weight-loss by

breaking & excreting body toxicity out of the digestive tract. It is known to improve immunity, purify

blood, combat allergies & digestive issues, improve skin health, reverse aging signs, thicken hair boost

immune function, cleanse blood & combat fatigue. The Raw Sauerkraut substantially increases the

bioavailability of vitamins & minerals, & supports the production of 'Digestive Enzymes', the single most

important factor for a clear, youthful & radiant skin texture. It also increases the production &

absorption of B vitamins, the lack of which is a major cause of severe hair fall & skin break-outs.

TAP INTO YOUR OWN UNIQUE ENERGY - HONOR YOUR UNIQUENESS

Ayurveda’s idea of speci�c energies coming together to from unique body types is a deep-rooted

science of honoring your uniqueness. You liberate yourself of imbalances when you live true to your

own uniqueness. Just because fad seems the trend, does not mean it is great for you. Learn to let

yourself free of limiting mindset and start to live from a place of wholeness. This means align your

physical, mental and emotional states and connect deeply to your feelings. What your mind tells can be

deceiving but what your body communicates emerges out of what body senses, its intuitive and

intuition is real truth!
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Take Quiz to Check Your Uniqueness Quotient

Svarasya's 5-Dimensional Beauty Inside-Out Philosophy

Website: 

outube: 

www.svarasya.com
Instagram: @svarasyaancientselfcare

Facebook: @svarasyaancientbeautyand selfcare
Y @svarasya

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfApl98luSE&t=68s
https://www.svarasya.com/
https://www.svarasya.com/
https://www.instagram.com/svarasyaancientselfcare/?hl=en
https://www.svarasya.com/
https://www.facebook.com/svarasyaancientbeautyandselfcare
https://www.svarasya.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqc6PyqLdKsAnLPwB35xbNg

